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Introduction
The Covid-19 pandemic has affected the way many of us live and behave 
for the past few years. One of the ways it has done so is by increasing 
the number of youths who are dipping their toes into investing as a new 
interest.

In addition, the youths these days also embrace the idea of setting life 
goals - such as getting a dream house or a dream car, and then planning a 
budget to save for it. It is precisely because of the life goals they set that 
it drives their demand to invest and grow their savings, forming a positive 
cycle.

With the younger generation of Singapore being more tech-savvy 
compared to the older generation, it comes as no surprise that they would 
prefer many of their activities today to be done on a digital platform, 
rather than stick to traditional methods or fixed locations, for their 
investments and budgeting.

The goal is to create a super app, which combines the ability to track 
one’s personal finances through budgeting, with the functionalities of a 
wealth generation tool such as an investment platform. It will serve as a
one-stop-fits-all solution for the young adults to consume.



In light of the Covid-19 outbreak, more of the young adults in Singapore are struggling to manage their money. Only 18% of said 
millennials feel in control of his/her own personal finances, according to a survey conducted by Standard Chartered (StanChart) in 2020.

In terms of financial goals, 45% of millennials (aged 26 -41) are saving more for retirement and 32% are saving for a major purchase such 
as a new car or home. In addition, the Gen Z (aged 10-25) have developed savvier saving habits compared to millennials, with 85% of the
Gen Z interviewed having started saving before the age of 22, compared to only 41% of millennials. This could be attributed to the 
prevailing pandemic induced economic uncertainty, causing them to save earlier due to the worry about having sufficient funds.

However, the lack of control does not change their desire to plan for their future. Many young adults today are found to be planning for 
their life goals in the future, contrary to popular belief, as well as setting aside savings to allow them in achieving their material goals. In 
addition, this group is technologically savvy, and find it easy to pick up and adapt to new technologies. This is crucial as the rise of digital 
platforms due to the pandemic has allowed many people to learn and start investing online to further boost their income.

Hence, wealth preservation (through saving and budget control) as well as wealth generation (through earning more and investing) appears 
to be a genuine concern for the young adults in Singapore. With this demand, it would be useful to translate their concerns into the form 
of a digital app which can help to cater to their needs.

https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/brunch/plan-gen-z-a-new-generation-of-young-active-investors-is-diving-into-markets
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/banking-finance/most-singapore-millennials-find-managing-money-difficult-since-start-of-covid-19
https://fintechnews.sg/43844/personalfinance/gen-z-versus-millennials-who-fared-better-at-saving-money-and-budgeting/

Preliminary Research

https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/brunch/plan-gen-z-a-new-generation-of-young-active-investors-is-diving-into-markets
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/banking-finance/most-singapore-millennials-find-managing-money-difficult-since-start-of-covid-19
https://fintechnews.sg/43844/personalfinance/gen-z-versus-millennials-who-fared-better-at-saving-money-and-budgeting/


Target Groups
Since the app itself is catered for wealth generation and preservation, two main groups of people were identified to be the target users, or 
people that would benefit most from using the app.

Tertiary Students Young Working Adults

- Limited funds / allowances
- Up to date with trends, typically first mover

adopters who like to explore new digital
trends early

- Higher risk appetite because of longer 
investing horizon and fewer commitments

- Fresh graduates who have just entered the 
workforce or been inside for less than a year

- Aiming for FIRE (Financially Independent, Retire 
Early), or planning for upcoming milestones such 
as marriage / first child / first property.

- More financial responsibilities, need to budget 
to prevent over-spending.



User Research & Analysis
A survey was then conducted with a sample size of 30 people to find out more of the following:

- To learn more about their financial background as well as main concerns in their current stage of life.
- What sort of tools they typically use to budget / invest.
- Any pain points they would have regarding budgeting and investing that they face, and if a unified app would help ease their problems.

Some sample questions include:

• What do you know about budgeting? Do you have any priorities when it comes to planning your budget?

• Do you utilise any sort of financial products as part of your budgeting and savings?

• What do you feel about super apps (Grab/WeChat etc)? What do you think of a unified app for investment and 
budgeting?

• What are the biggest issues you face when planning for your budget?

• What are your concerns regarding budgeting and/or investing through a digital platform?



Survey Analysis
Based on the results, this are the data produced:

81.6

18.4

Budget Tracking

Difficulty in Tracking No Difficulties

97.5

2.5

Investing Experience

Online Broker

81.6% of survey respondents 
said that they find difficulty in 
keeping track of the budgets.

97.5% of survey respondents 
interviewed have experience in 
doing investments online by 
themselves.

91

9

Interest in Super app

Yes No Maybe

91% of participants indicated 
an interest in using a super 
app if one existed in the
market.



User Interviews
Two in-depth interviews were also carried out to obtain a more detailed discussion regarding personal budgeting and investments to find 
out more about their views and opinions.

Interviewee #1 is a 25-year-old freelance designer.
Interviewee #2 is a 29-year-old banker.

The key takeaways include:

• Both parties typically do not do much research regarding how to budget/invest more efficiently.

• Both find their current style of budgeting and investing a little tedious since they are not interlinked, which results in a lot of double 
copying of information.

• Interviewee #1 leaned slightly more towards traditional methods such as using pen and paper for budgeting, and investing through a 
middleman such as insurance companies, while interviewee #2 was more tech-savvy, preferring to do their budgeting and investing 
through various apps on the phone.

• Both interviewees however have set for themselves long term goals, such as buying a house and owning a car in the future. They 
are also actively saving and budgeting now in order to achieve their goals.

Based off the survey respondents and the in-depth interview participants, two types of user personas have thus been created.



User Persona 1 – The Work-Study Student

Jerrold

“How do I juggle my modules and work so 
that I can pay off my fees without 

worrying my parents?”

Background

Jerrold is currently working part time to 
obtain extra income while he is studying for 
his degree. In order not to burden his 
parents, he works during the days he does 
not have classes to pay for his college fees 
and get income for his daily activities.

Motivations

- Allows him to save on-the-go, which is 
convenient since he is always rushing for 
time

- Allows him to put his disposable income 
to invest so as to get more returns

Frustrations

- Not sure how much to save per month in 
order to have enough to have for 
semester fees

- Finds it troublesome to have to keep 
planning every small finance since he is 
always busy

- Wishes to learn how to invest but does 
not have the time

Goals

- To graduate with his degree without 
taking a single cent from his parents

- To save up for future plans such as 
marriage or rainy days



User Persona 2 – The Executive

Joey

“”Can I maintain my current lifestyle 
with all the new commitments?”

Background

Joey is a high flying corporate staff that has 
just gotten married. She and her husband
have just made a down payment for a 
condominium, and will be paying the rest 
through monthly instalments. She also loves
to purchase new bags and clothes to fit with 
the current trends.

Motivations

- Allows her to constantly input and track 
her finances day to day since her 
schedule varies

- Allows her to invest to grow her assets 
while she maintains her lavish lifestyle

Frustrations

- She is afraid that her new commitment
will interfere with her current lifestyle

- She is worried about her savings, but 
does not have the time to constantly 
check the market to invest due to her 
work

Goals

- To keep track of her spending habits

- To ensure that she can maintain her 
current lifestyle while ensuring her future 
needs are cared for



Affinity Map & Insights
Affinity Map

In order to identify the insights for the target groups, information was collated based off what was heard, seen and inferred from the 
surveys to the in-depth interviews. An affinity map was then created, and the insights derived from within as to what are the main 
features the users wished to see in the app of their choice.

Insights

Through the affinity mapping, these were the insights found:

Affinity Mapping in Miro

Insights from Affinity Mapping in Miro



The Challenge & The How-Might-We
Based off the personas created, the target audience is unsure of how much they should save to achieve their goals or to maintain their 
lifestyle. In addition, they also wish to invest, but do not have the time or the disposable income needed to go into traditional stock 
markets. The insights obtained also stated how the users would like to have a seamless application that can perform multiple tasks in a
single platform, along with a summary of their budgets for the month.

Main Problem Statement

How might we allow the young adults to be able to budget and utilise methods of indirect wealth growth, such as investments, in order 
to achieve their goals?

HMW Statements

HMW allow the users to perform multiple tasks in a single platform?
HMW allow those who are unconfident about investing to get a different perspective?
HMW create an app that is seamless and can fit in with everyday life?
HMW enhance a budgeting app so that those who are short on time can still track their budgets on the go?
HMW optimize an app such that users will be able to spend less time to search for their investments and individual spending?



Ideation – Crazy 8
Using the problem statement and the How-Might-We statements, a ‘Crazy 8’ ideation process was created to brainstorm for ideas 
which might be of use in the creation of the app.

Crazy 8 in Miro



Sitemap



Low-Fidelity Prototype
Based off the sitemap indicated, a low-fidelity 
prototype was first sketched out to get a feel of 
how the app would look like.



Mid-Fidelity Prototype
The mid-fidelity prototype was then created to 
test for user flow as well as to determine what 
could be further improved for the app.

Home

Link to Mid-Fi Prototype

Expenses Investment
Budget & 

Goals Settings

https://www.figma.com/proto/PA6yqzJtekq3GERORbPqyQ/Prototype-of-Savest?page-id=6%3A2&node-id=6%3A4&viewport=241%2C48%2C0.35&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=6%3A4


Usability Test & Feedback
The mid-fidelity prototype was then exposed to a series of user tests, where participants 
would be given the link and try out the app functions. 

The participants were then interviewed with the following objectives in mind:

1. Ease of navigation for app
2. To test if the icons placed are easily understandable
3. To allow users to review the layout and design of the app
4. To gather feedback on what users felt could be added to further elevate the app

The feedback provided by the user tests were as follows:

+ Data visualisation (Pie and donut charts provided) were helpful
+ Expenses summary provided was helpful
+ It was very convenient to have a date provided at the app
+ Very personalised touch (Hi, Doge)

- Investment button was not clear enough, looked more like that of statistics
- No titles for the icons, confusing at times
- Settings not populated, no way to access
- No labels for charts

• Menu to be added to expenses, then labelled in green/red to keep track
• Budget and goals could be separated for clearer distinction
• Lock screen to be added for security since it is an investment app

Usability Testing Script

Positives

Negatives

Recommendations



Improvements
After the user tests, changes were made to the mid-fidelity prototype in order to address some of the feedback. The following shows some 
of the additions and improvements made to the prototype.

Added a lock screenSeparated Budget & Goals
Changed Investment Icon and added titles

Budget tracker added, labelled in 
green/red depending on whether expenses 

have exceeded



Mood Board & Style Guide
Keeping true to the original intention to create an intuitive and fuss-free app which can seamlessly integrate to the life of the user, I chose 
a style that was minimalistic and simple, yet still retaining a warm feel that would encourage users to make checking the app a habit.



High Fidelity Prototype – Lock & Home Screen
A lock screen was added for additional security 
purposes. After logging in, the user will enter the
home screen, which shows a summary of their daily 
activities. This includes a breakdown of their daily 
expenses by category as well as their investments.

Link to High-Fi Prototype

https://www.figma.com/proto/PA6yqzJtekq3GERORbPqyQ/Prototype-of-Savest?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=74%3A628&starting-point-node-id=74%3A628&scaling=scale-down


High Fidelity Prototype – Investment and Budget
Investment
The investment tab will show a drop-down menu 
which will showcase to the user more details about a 
specific investment portfolio.

Budget
In the budget tab, the user has the option to switch 
between the modes of looking at their budget daily, 
weekly or monthly. Tapping on the donut chart will 
allow one to set the parameters regarding the amount 
they plan to save, spend and invest, with the option to 
add on more items as they deem fit.

Link to High-Fi Prototype

https://www.figma.com/proto/PA6yqzJtekq3GERORbPqyQ/Prototype-of-Savest?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=74%3A628&starting-point-node-id=74%3A628&scaling=scale-down


High Fidelity Prototype – Goals and Settings
Goals
The goals tab provides the user with the motivation to 
continue to save for their targets. With the function to 
track the remaining amount as well as the duration 
needed based on how much they input for savings; 
this allows the user to plan accordingly. In addition, 
there is also a separate button for users to inject 
additional funds separate from their budgeting.

Settings
The settings page will show the user’s profile,
notification permissions as well as allow them to
tweak their security permissions. In addition, a ‘Help’ 
button is placed for users to report any potential bugs 
to the developer.

Link to High-Fi Prototype

https://www.figma.com/proto/PA6yqzJtekq3GERORbPqyQ/Prototype-of-Savest?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=74%3A628&starting-point-node-id=74%3A628&scaling=scale-down


Key Takeaways
Reflections
Coming into this UI/UX course with no prior experience, it was a
struggle to adapt to the fast pace of lessons as well as the
difficulty of utilising the design tools such as Miro and Figma. 
However, the flow of the lessons allowed me to slowly grasp the
concepts needed as the lessons were structured in such a way 
which allowed me to understand the bigger picture behind what the 
UI/UX designer does. 

Prototype Process
I started off the prototyping with the belief that I would be able to 
create an app that could rival those seen on the play/app stores.
However, my hopes were quickly dashed when I realised how time 
consuming every single step was. From the ideation phase of Crazy 
8 to affinity mapping and drawing out a sitemap, all these 
intermediate steps proved to be crucial in allowing me to progress in 
my design of the final high-fidelity app. 

What went well
I felt that I had put in a lot of effort to come out with this working 
high-fidelity prototype, and am proud of the usability of the 
prototype despite its simplicity.

What went not so well
Time management was definitely a key issue here as I spent much 
more time than what I would have liked on the mid and high-fidelity 
prototypes. Often, my planning did not translate into viable 
possibilities, which required me to revisit the drawing board and 
come out with simpler ideas.

What could be improved
The prototype functions at the moment are a little threadbare; they 
could be better improved through fleshing out every single function 
and undergoing more rigorous testing to determine its feasibility.



Links & Credits
Links

Mid-Fidelity Prototype: https://www.figma.com/proto/PA6yqzJtekq3GERORbPqyQ/Prototype-of-Savest?page-id=6%3A2&node-
id=6%3A4&viewport=241%2C48%2C0.35&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=6%3A4
High-Fidelity Prototype: https://www.figma.com/proto/PA6yqzJtekq3GERORbPqyQ/Prototype-of-Savest?page-id=0%3A1&node-
id=74%3A628&starting-point-node-id=74%3A628&scaling=scale-down

Credits
- https://uxpressia.com/
- https://unsplash.com/

https://www.figma.com/proto/PA6yqzJtekq3GERORbPqyQ/Prototype-of-Savest?page-id=6%3A2&node-id=6%3A4&viewport=241%2C48%2C0.35&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=6%3A4
https://www.figma.com/proto/PA6yqzJtekq3GERORbPqyQ/Prototype-of-Savest?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=74%3A628&starting-point-node-id=74%3A628&scaling=scale-down
https://uxpressia.com/
https://unsplash.com/
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